Previous studies have shown that there is a non-trivial amount of duplication in source code. This paper analyzes a corpus of 4.5 million non-fork projects hosted on GitHub representing over 428 million iles written in Java, C++, Python, and JavaScript. We found that this corpus has a mere 85 million unique iles. In other words, 70% of the code on GitHub consists of clones of previously created iles. There is considerable variation between language ecosystems. JavaScript has the highest rate of ile duplication, only 6% of the iles are distinct. Java, on the other hand, has the least duplication, 60% of iles are distinct. Lastly, a project-level analysis shows that between 9% and 31% of the projects contain at least 80% of iles that can be found elsewhere. These rates of duplication have implications for systems built on open source software as well as for researchers interested in analyzing large code bases. As a concrete artifact of this study, we have created DéjàVu, a publicly available map of code duplicates in GitHub repositories.
INTRODUCTION
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This paper provides a tool to assist selecting projects from GitHub. DéjàVu is a publicly available index of ile-level code duplication. The novelty of our work lies partly in its scale; it is an index of duplication for the entire GitHub repository for four popular languages, Java, C++, Python and JavaScript. Figure 1 illustrates the proportion of duplicated iles for diferent project sizes and numbers of commits (section 5 explains how these heatmaps were generated). The heatmaps show that as project size increases the proportion of duplicated iles also increases. Projects with more commits tend to have fewer project-level clones. Finally JavaScript projects have the most project-level clones, while Java projects have the fewest. The clone map from which the heatmaps were produced is our main contribution. It can be used to understand the similarity relations in samples of projects or to curate samples to reduce duplicates. Consider for instance a subset that focuses on the most active projects, as done in [Borges et al. 2016] , by iltering on the number of stars or commits a project has. For example, the clones for the 10K most popular projects are summarized in Figure 1 . In Java, this ilter is reasonably eicient at reducing the number of clones. In other languages clones remain prevalent. DéjàVu can be used to curate datasets, i.e. remove projects with too many clones. Besides applicability to research, our results can be used by anyone who needs to host large amounts of source code to avoid storing duplicate iles. Our clone map can also be used to improve tooling, e.g. being queried when new iles are added to projects to ilter duplicates.
At the outset of this work, we were planning to study diferent granularities of duplication. As the results came in, the staggering rate of ile-level duplication drove us to select three simple levels of similarity. A ile hash gives a measure of ile that are copied across projects without changes. A token hash captures minor changes in spaces, comments and ordering. Lastly, SourcererCC captures files with 80% token-similarity. This gives an idea of how many files have been edited ater cloning. Our choice of languages was driven by the popularity of these languages, and by the fact that two are statically typed and two have no type annotations. This can conceivably lead to diferences in the way code is reused. We expected to answer the following questions: How much code cloning is there, how does cloning afect datasets of sotware writen in diferent languages, and through which processes does duplication come about? This paper describes our methodology, details the corpus that we have selected and gives our answers to these questions. Along with the quantitative analysis, we provide a qualitative analysis of duplicates on a small number of examples.
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Artifacts. The lists of clones, code for gathering data, computing clones, data analysis and visualization are at: http://mondego.ics.uci.edu/projects/dejavu. Processing was done on a Dell PowerEdge R830 with 56 cores (112 threads) and 256G of RAM. The data took 2 months to download and 6 weeks to process.
RELATED WORK
Code clone detection techniques have been documented in the literature since the early 90s. Readers interested in a survey of the early work are referred to [Koschke 2007; Roy and Cordy 2007] . There are also benchmarks for assessing the performance of tools [Roy and Cordy 2009; Svajlenko and Roy 2015] . The pipeline we used includes SourcererCC, a token-based code clone detection tool that is freely available and has been compared to other similar tools using those benchmarks [Sajnani 2016; Sajnani et al. 2016] . 1 SourcererCC is the most scalable tool so far for detecting Type 3 clones. Type 3 clones are syntactically similar code fragments that difer at the statement level. The fragments have statements added/modified/removed with respect to each other.
One of the earliest studies of inter-project cloning, [Kamiya et al. 2002] analyzed clones across three diferent operating systems. They found evidence of about 20% cloning between FreeBSD and NetBSD and less than 1% between Linux and FreeBSD or NetBSD. This is explained by the fact that Linux originated and grew independently. [Mockus 2007 ] performed an analysis of popular open source projects, including several versions of Unix and several popular packages; 38K projects and 5M files. The concept of duplication there was simply based on file names. Approximately half of the file names were used in more than one project. Furthermore, the study also tried to identify components that were duplicated among projects by detecting directories that share a large fraction of their files. Both [Mockus 2007] and [Mockus 2009 ] use only a fraction of our dataset and a single similarity metric, as opposed to the 3 metrics we provide.
A few studies have focused on block-level cloning, i.e. portions of code smaller than entire files. [Roy and Cordy 2010] analyzed clones in twenty open source C, Java and C# systems. They found 15% of the C files, 46% of the Java files, and 29% of C# files are associated with exact block-level clones. Java had a higher percentage of clones because of accessors methods in Swing. [Heinemann et al. 2011 ] computed block-level clones consisting of at least 15 statements between 22 commonly reused Java frameworks consisting of more than 6 MLOC and 20 open source Java projects. They did not find any clones for 11 projects. For 5 projects, they found cloning to be below 1% and for the remaining 4, they found up to 10% cloning. These two studies give conflicting accounts of block-level code duplication.
Closer to our study, an analysis of file-level code cloning on Java projects is presented by [Ossher et al. 2011] . This work, analyzed 13K Java projects with close to 2M files. The authors created a system that merges various clone detection techniques with various degrees of confidence, starting on the highest: MD5 hashes; name equivalence through Java's full-qualified names. They report 5.2% file-hash duplication, considerably lower than what we found. Our corpus is three orders of magnitude larger than Ossher's. Furthermore, intra-project duplication meant to deal with versioning was excluded. They looked at subversion, which may have diferent practices than git, especially related to versioning. We speculate that the practice of copying source code files in open source has become more pervasive since that study was made, and that sites like GitHub simplify copying files among projects, but we haven't reanalyzed the dataset as it is not relevant to the DéjàVu map. Over the past few years, open source repositories have turned out to be useful to validate beliefs about sotware development and sotware engineering in general. The richness of the data and the potential insights that it represents has created an entire community of researchers. [Kochhar et al. 2013 ] used 50K GitHub repositories to investigate the correlation between the presence of test cases and various project development characteristics, including the lines of code and the size of development teams. They removed toy projects and included famous projects such as Juery and Rails in their dataset. [Vendome et al. 2016 ] study how licensing usage and adoption changes over a period of time on 51K repositories. They choose repositories that (i) were not forks; and (ii) had at least one star. [Borges et al. 2016 ] analyze 2.5K repositories to investigate the factors that impact their popularity, including the identification of the major paterns that can be used to describe popularity trends.
The sotware engineering research community is increasingly examining large number of projects to test hypotheses or derive new knowledge about the sotware development process. However, as [Nagappan et al. 2013 ] point out, more is not necessarily beter, and selection of projects plays an important role ś more so now than ever, since anyone can create a repository for any purpose at no cost. Thus, the quality of data gathered from these sotware repositories might be questionable. For example, as we also found out, repositories oten contain school assignments, copies of other repositories, images and text files without any source code. [Kalliamvakou et al. 2014 ] manually analyzed a sample of 434 GitHub repositories and found that approximately 37% of them were not used for sotware development. As a result, researchers have spent significant efort into collecting, curating, and analyzing data from open source projects around the world. Flossmetrics [Gonzalez-Barahona et al. 2010] and Sourcerer [Ossher et al. 2009 ] collect data and provide statistics. [Dyer et al. 2013] have curated a large number of Java repositories and provide a domain specific language to help researchers mine data about sotware repositories. Similarly [Bissyande et al. 2013] have created Orion, a prototype for enabling unified search to retrieve projects using complex search queries linking diferent artifacts of sotware development, such as source code, version control metadata, bug tracker tickets, developer activities and interactions extracted from hosting platform. Black Duck Open Hub (www.openhub.net) is a public directory of free and open source sotware, ofering analytics and search services for discovering, evaluating, tracking, and comparing open source code and projects. It analyzes both the code's history and ongoing updates to provide reports about the composition and activity of project code bases. These platforms are useful for researchers to filter out repositories that are interesting to study a given phenomenon by providing various filters. While these filters are useful to validate the integrity of the data to some extent, certain subtle factors when unaccounted for can heavily impact the validity of the study. Code duplication is one such factor. For example, if the dataset consists of projects that have hundreds and thousands of duplicate projects that are part of the same dataset, the overall lack of diversity in the dataset might lead to incorrect observations, as pointed out by [Nagappan et al. 2013] .
ANALYSIS PIPELINE
Our analysis pipeline is outlined in Figure 2 . The pipeline starts with local copies of the projects that constitute our corpus. From here, code files are scanned for fact extraction and tokenization. Two of the facts are the hashes of the files and the hashes of the tokens of the files. File hashes identify exact duplicates; token hashes allow catch clones up with minor diferences. While permutations of same tokens may have the same hash, they are unlikely. Clones are dominated by exact copies, and we did not observe any such collision in randomly sampled pairs. Files with distinct token hashes are used as input to the near-miss clone detection tool, SourcererCC. While our JavaScript pipeline was developed independently, data formats, database schema and analysis scripts are identical.
Tokenization
Tokenization transforms a file into a łbag of words, ž where occurrences of each word are recorded. Consider, for instance, the Java program:
package foo ; public class Foo { // Example Class private int x; public Foo ( int x) { this .x = x; } private void print () { System . out . println (" Number : " + x) } public static void main () { new FooNumber (4) . print () ; } } Tokenization removes comments, white space, and terminals. Tokens are grouped by frequency, generating:
Java Foo :[( package ,1) ,( foo ,1) ,( public ,3) ,( class ,1) ,( Foo ,2) ,( private ,2) ,( int ,2) ,(x ,5) , ( this ,1) ,( void ,2) ,( print ,2) ,( System ,1) ,( out ,1) ,( println ,1) ,( Number ,1) ,( static ,1) , ( main ,1) ,( new ,1) ,( FooNumber ,1) ,(4 ,1) ]
The tokens package and foo appear once, public appears three times, etc. The order is not relevant. During tokenization we also extract additional information: (1) file hash ś the MD5 hash of the entire string that composes the input file; (2) token hash ś the MD5 hash of the string that constitutes the tokenized output; (3) size in bytes; (4) number of lines; (5) number of lines of code without blanks; (6) number of lines of source without comments; (7) number of tokens; and (8) number of unique tokens. The tokenized input is used both to build a relational database and as input to SourcererCC. The use of MD5 (or any hashing algorithm) runs the risk of collisions, given the size of our data they are unlikely to skew the results.
Database
The data extracted by the tokenizer is imported into a MySQL database. The table Projects contains a list of projects, with a unique identifier, a path in our local corpus and the project's URL. Files contains a unique id for a file, the id of the project the file came from, the relative paths and URLs of the file and the file hash. The statistics for each file are stored in the table Stats, which contains the information extracted by the tokenizer. The tokens themselves are not imported. The 
. Unique Tokens Token Hash
Stats table has the file hash as unique key. With this, we get an immediate reduction from files to hash-distinct files. Two files with distinct file hashes may produce the exact same tokens, and, therefore the same token hash. This could happen when the code of one file is a permutation of another. The converse does not hold: files with distinct token hashes must have come from files with distinct file hashes. For source code analysis, file hashes are not necessarily the best indicators of code duplication; token hashes are more robust to small perturbations. We use primarily token hashes in our analysis.
Project-Level Analysis
Besides file-level analysis, we also look for projects with significant overlap with other projects. This is done with a script that queries the database making an intersection of the project files' distinct token hashes. This script produces pairs of projects that have significant overlap in at least one direction. The results are of the form: A cloned in B at x%, B cloned in A at y%, where x% of project A's files (in tokenized form) are found also in project B, and y% of project B's files (in tokenized form) are found in project A. Calculating project-level information is done in two steps. First, collect all the files from a project A, say, for example there are 4 files in A: Then find the token-hash duplicates for each of these files in other projects. It might be something like:
There are 3 files from A with duplicates in B, making A a clone of B at 75%. Conversely, there are 4 files in B with duplicates in A; assuming B has a total of 20 files, then B is cloned in A at 20%. A file can be in other project multiple times (e.g. in diferent directories) as is File 1.
SourcererCC
The concept of inexact code similarity has been studied in the code cloning literature. Blocks of code that are similar are called near-miss clones, or near-duplication [Cordy et al. 2004] . SourcererCC estimates the amount of near-duplication in GitHub with a łbag of wordsž model for source code rather than more sophisticated structure-aware clone detection methods. It has been shown to have good precision and recall, comparable to more sophisticated tools [Sajnani 2016 ]. Its input consists of non-empty files with distinct token hashes. SourcererCC finds clone pairs between 84:8 C. Lopes, P. Maj, P. Martins, V. Saini, D. Yang, J. Zitny, H. Sajnani, and J. Vitek these files at a given level of similarity. We have selected 80% similarity as this has given good empirical results. Ideally one could imagine varying the level of similarity and reporting a range of results. But this would be computationally expensive and, given the relatively low numbers of near-miss clones, would not afect our results.
CORPUS
The GitHub projects were downloaded using the GHTorrent database and network [Gousios 2013 ] which contains meta-data such as number of stars, commits, commiters, whether projects are forks, main programming language, date of creation, etc., as well as download links. While convenient, GHTorrent has errors: 1.6% of the projects were replicated entries with the same URL; only the youngest of these was kept for the analysis. Table 2 gives the size of the diferent language corpora. We skipped forked projects as forks contain a large amount of code from the original projects, retaining those would skew our findings. Downloading the projects was the most time-consuming step. The order of downloads followed the GHTorrent projects table, which seems to be roughly chronological. Some of the URLs failed to produce valid content. This happened in two cases: when the projects had been deleted, or marked private, and when development for the project happens in branches other than master. Thus, the number of downloaded projects was smaller than the number of URLs in GHTorrent. For each language, the files analyzed were files whose extensions represent source code in the target languages. For Java: .java; for Python: .py; for JavaScript: .js, for C/C++: .cpp .hpp .HPP .c .h .C .cc .CPP .c++ and .cp. Some projects did not have any source code with the expected extension, they were excluded.
The medians in Table 2 give additional properties of the corpus, namely the number of files per (non-empty) project, the number of Source Lines of Code (SLOC) per file, the number of stars and the number of commits of the projects. In terms of files per project, Python and JavaScript projects tend to be smaller than Java and C++ projects. C++ files are considerably larger than any others, and JavaScript files are considerably smaller. None of these numbers is surprising. They all confirm the general impression that a large number of projects hosted in GitHub are small, not very active, and not very popular. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the basic size-related properties of the projects we analyzed, namely the distribution of files per project and the distribution of Source Lines of Code (SLOC) per file. For JavaScript we give data with and without NPM (it is a cause of a large number of clones). Without NPM means that we ignored files downloaded by the Node Package Manager. 
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
We present analyses of the data at two levels of detail: file and project level. This section focuses exclusively on quantitative analysis; the next section delves deeper into qualitative observations. Table 3 shows a summary of the findings for files. łSCC dup filesž is the number of files, out of the distinct token-hash files, that SourcererCC has identified as clones; similarly, łSCC unique filesž is the number of files for which no clones were detected. Figure 5 (top row) charts the numbers in Table 3 . The duplicated files (dark grey) are the files that are duplicate of at least one of the distinct token-hash files (light grey); further, the distinct token-hash files are split between those for which SourcererCC found at least one similar file (cloned files, grey) and those for which SourcererCC did not find any similar file (unique files, in white). These numbers show a considerable amount of code duplication, both exact copies of the files (file hashes), exact copies of the files' tokens (token hashes), and near-duplicates of files (SourcererCC). The amount of duplication varies with the language: the JavaScript ecosystem contains the largest amount of duplication, with 94% of files being file-hash clones of the other 6%; the Java ecosystem contains the smallest amount, but even for Java, 40% of the files are duplicates; the C++ and Python ecosystems have 73% and 71% copies, respectively. As for near-duplicates, Java contains the largest percentage: 46% of the files are near-duplicate clones. The ratio of near-miss clones is 43% for Java, 39% for JavaScript, and 32% for Python. The heatmaps (Figure 1 ) shown in the beginning of the paper were produced using the number of commits shown in Table 2 , the number of files in each project, and the file hashes. The heat intensity corresponds to the ratio of file hashes clones over total files for each cell.
File-Level Analysis
Duplication can come in many flavors. Specifically, it could be evenly or unevenly distributed among all token hashes. We found these distributions to be highly skewed towards small groups of files. In Java 1.5M groups of files with the same token-hash have either 2 or 3 files in them; the number of token hash-equal groups with more than 100 files is minuscule. The same observation holds for the other languages. Another interesting piece of information about clone groups is given by the largest extreme. In Python, the largest group of file-hash clones has over 2.5M files. In Java, the largest group of SourcererCC clones has over 65K files. In the next section we show which files these are.
File-Level Analysis Excluding Small Files
One observation that emerged immediately from all the language ecosystems was that the most duplicated file is the empty file ś a file with no content, and size 0. In the Python corpus alone, there are close to 2.2M occurrences of this trivial file, and in the JavaScript corpus there are 986K occurrences of that same file. Another frequently occurring trivial file in all ecosystems is a file with 1 empty line. Indeed, a common patern that emerged was that the most duplicated files tend to be very small. Once we detected that, we redid the analysis excluding small files. Specifically, we excluded all files with less than 50 tokens. 2 Table 4 and Figure 5 (botom row) show the results. Although the absolute number of files and hashes change significantly, the changes in ratios of the hashes and SCC results are small. When they are noticeable, they show that there is slightly less duplication in this dataset than in the entire dataset. Comparing Table 4 with Table 3 shows that small files account for a slightly higher presence of duplication, but not that much higher than the rest of the corpus.
Inter-Project Analysis
So far, we investigated how code duplication is rampant at the file level. The next question is how this finding maps into projects: how many projects are exact and near-duplicates of other projects, even though they are not technically forks? This is called inter-project cloning. For that, and as explained in Section 3, we computed the overlap of files between projects, as given by the files' token hashes. We used the entire corpus, including the small files, as these are important for the projects. The results are shown in Table 5 and Figure 6 . Table 5 shows the number of projects whose files exist in other projects at some overlap threshold ś 50%, 80% and 100%, respectively. A normalization of these numbers over the total number of projects for each language is shown in Figure 6 . JavaScript comes on top with respect to the amount of project-level duplication, with 48% of projects having 50% or more files duplicated in some other project, and an equally impressive 15% of projects being 100% duplicated. 3 Not surprisingly, the DéjàVu 84:13 percentage of project-level duplication tracks the percentage of file-level duplication, as shown in Figure 5 . The diferences seen between the language ecosystems do not seem to be related to the size of projects: Table 2 in Section 4 shows that the median files per project in JavaScript is slightly higher than in Python (so, JavaScript projects tend to have more files), but the inter-project cloning is much higher for JavaScript than for Python. We will dive more into this in the next section.
The last two rows of Table 5 show the number of projects that are token-hash clones of some other project (apart from diferences in white space, comments, and terminal symbols). This is diferent, and more constrained, than being cloned at 100% elsewhere: it requires bidirectionality. With the exception of JavaScript at 11%, the ratios are all 5%, but it is still surprising that there are so many projects that are exact copies of each other. As the last row shows, though, many of those are very small projects, with less than 10 files. The number for projects with at least 10 files that are exact copies of some other project is considerably smaller, but still in the thousands for all languages.
MIXED METHOD ANALYSIS
The numbers presented in the previous section portray an image of GitHub not seen before. However, that quantitative analysis opens more questions. What files are being copied around, and why? What explains the diferences between the language ecosystems? Why is the JavaScript ecosystem so much of the charts in terms of duplication? In order to answer these kinds of questions, we delve deeper into the data.
With so much data, our first heuristic was size. As seen in the previous section we noticed that the empty file was the most duplicated file in the entire corpus, among all languages. We also noticed that the top duplicated files tended to be very small and relatively generic. Although an intriguing finding, very small, generic files hardly provide any insightful information about the practice of code duplication. What about the non-trivial files that are heavily duplicated? What are they?
This section presents observations emerging from looking at specific files and projects using mixed methods. We divide the section into four parts: (1) an analysis of each language ecosystems looking for the most duplicated files in general; (2) file duplication at diferent levels (file hashes, token hashes and near duplicates with SourcererCC); (3) the most reappropriated projects in the four ecosystems; and (4) an in-depth analysis of the JavaScript ecosystem.
Most Duplicated Non-Trivial Files
As stated above, we wanted to find out if the size of the files had an efect on their duplication. For example, are small files copy-pasted from StackOverflow or online tutorials and blogs, and large files from well-known supporting libraries? In order to make sense of so much data, we needed to sample it first, so that interesting hypotheses could emerge, and/or we could find counter-examples that contradicted our initial expectations. This is territory of qualitative and mixed methods [Creswell 2014 ].
6.1.1 Methodology. We used a mixed method approach consisting of qualitative and quantitative elements. Based on our quantitative analysis, we hypothesized that size of the files, and whether the duplication was exact or token-based, might have an efect on the nature of duplication; for example, the empty file certainly is not being copy-pasted from one project to another, it simply is created in many projects, for a variety of reasons. Maybe we could see paterns emerge for files of diferent sizes. The following describes our methodology:
• Quantitative Elements. We split files according to the percentiles of the number of tokens per file within each language corpus, and create bins representing the ranges 20%-30% (small), 84:14 C. Lopes, P. Maj, P. Martins, V. Saini, D. Yang, J. Zitny, H. Sajnani, and J. Vitek 45%-55% (medium), 70%-80% (large), and greater than 90% (very large). So, the 45%-55% bin contains files that are between the 45% percentile and the 55% percentile on the number of tokens per file of a certain language. The number of tokens for the bins can be seen in Table 6 . For example in Java, the first bin includes files containing 47 to 72 tokens, and so on. The gaps between these percentiles (for example, no file is observed between the 30% and the 45% percentile) ensure bufer zones that are large enough to isolate the diferently-sized files, should diferences in their characteristics be observed. For each of these bins, we analyzed the top 20 most cloned files; this grouping was performed twice, using file hashes and token hashes, and this was done for all the languages. In total, for each language, 80 files were analyzed.
• Qualitative Elements. Looking at names of most popular files, a first observation was that many of these files came from popular libraries and frameworks, like Apache Cordova. This hinted at the possibility that the origin of file duplication was in well-known, popular libraries copied in many projects; a qualitative analysis of file duplication was beter understood from this perspective. Therefore, each file was observed from the perspective of the path relative to the project where it resides, and was then hand coded for its origin. 4 For example, project_name/src/external/com/http-lib/src/file.java was considered to be part of the external library http-lib. Each folder assumed to represent an external library was matched with an existing homepage for the library, if we could find it using Google. Continuing the running example, http-lib was only flagged as an external dependency if there was a clear pointer online for a Java library with that name. In some cases, the path name was harder to interpret, for example: p roject_name/external/include/internal/tobjs.h. In those cases, we searched Google for the last part of the path in order to find the origin (in this particular case, we searched i nclude/internal/tobjs.h). For JavaScript the situation was oten simpler: many of the files came from NPM modules, in which case the module name was obvious from the file's location. Some of the files were also minified versions of libraries, in which case the name of the file gave the library name, oten with its version (e.g. jquery-3.2.1.min). Using these methods, we were able to trace the origins of all the 320 files.
6.1.2 Observations. Contrary to our original expectation, we did not find any diferences in the nature of file duplication related to either size of the files, similarity metric, or language in the 320 samples we inspected. We also didn't find any StackOverflow or tutorial files in these samples. Moreover, the results for these files show a patern that crosses all of those dimensions: the most DéjàVu 84:15 duplicated files in all ecosystems come from a few well-known libraries and frameworks. The Java files were dominated by the ActionBarSherlock and Cordova. C/C++ was dominated by boost and freetype, and JavaScript was dominated by files from various NPM packages, only 2 cases were from juery library. For Python, the origins of file cloning for the 80 files sampled were more diverse, along 6 or 7 common frameworks. 5 Because the JavaScript sample was so heavily (78 out of 80) dominated by Node packages, we have performed the same analysis again, this time excluding the Node files. This uncovered juery in its various versions and parts accounting for more than half of the sample (43), followed from a distance by other popular frameworks such as Twiter Bootstrap (12), Angular (7), reveal (4). Language tools such as modernizr, pretify, HTML5Shiv and others were present. We atribute this greater diversity to the fact that to keep connections small, many libraries are distributed as a single file. It is also a testament to the popularity of juery which still managed to occupy half of the list.
The presence of external libraries within the projects' source code shows a form of dependency management that occurs across languages, namely, some dependencies are source-copied to the projects and commited to the projects' repositories, independent of being installed through a package manager or not. Whether this is due to personal preference, operational necessity, or simple practicality cannot be inferred from our data.
Another interesting observation was the proliferation of libraries for being themselves sourceincluded in other widely-duplicated libraries. Take Cordova, a common duplicated presence within the Java ecosystem. Cordova includes the source of okhtp, another common origin of duplication. Similarly, within C/C++, freetype2 was disseminated in great part with the help of another highly dispersed supporting framework, cocos2d. This not only exacerbates the problem, but provides a clear picture of the tangled hierarchical reliance that exists in modern sotware, and that sometimes is source-included rather than being installed via a package manager.
File Duplication at Diferent Levels
In this section, we look in greater detail at the duplication in the three levels reported: file hashes, token hashes and SCC clones: 6.2.1 File Hashes. Top cloned files of various sizes were already analyzed in 6.1. To complement, we have also investigated mostly cloned non-trivial files across all sizes to make sure no interesting files slipped between the bins, but we did not find any new information. Instead we tried to give more precise answer to question which files get cloned most oten. Our assumption was that the smaller the file, the more likely it is to be copied. Figure 7 shows our findings. Each file hash is classified by number of copies of the file (horizontal axis) and by size of the file in bytes (vertical axis). Furthermore, we have binned the data into 100x100 bins and we have a logarithmic scale on both axes, which forms the artefacts towards the axes of the graph. The darker the particular bin, the more file hashes it contains. The graphs show that while it is indeed smaller files that get copied most oten, with the exception of extremely small outliers (trivial files, such as the empty file), the largest duplication groups can be found for files with sizes in thousands of bytes, with maximum sizes of the clone groups gradually lowering for either larger, or smaller files. diferent files). These findings are summarized in Figure 8 . The outlier in the top-right corner of each graph is the empty file. The number of diferent empty files is explained by the fact that when using token hash, any file that does not have any language tokens in it is considered empty. Given the multitude of sizes observed within token hash groups, the next step was to analyze the actual diference in sizes within the groups. The results shown in Figure 9 summarize our findings.
As expected, for all four languages the empty file again showed very close to the top. For Java, the biggest empty file was 24.3MB and contains a huge number of comments as a compiler test. For C/C++ the empty files has the second largest diference and consists of a comment with ASCII art. Python's empty file was a JSON dump on a single line, which was commented, and finally for JavaScript the largest empty file consisted of thousands of repetitions of an identical comment line, totaling 36MB. More interesting than largest empty files is the answer to the question: What other, non-trivial files display the greatest diference between sizes in the same group. Interestingly, the answer is slightly diferent for each language: for Java, the greatest size diferences exist for binary files disguised as java files. In these files, very few tokens were identified by the tokenizer and therefore two unrelated binary files were grouped into a single token group with a small number of very diferent files. For C/C++ oten, we have found source codes with and without hundreds of KB of comments as members of the same groups. An outlier was a file with excessive white-spaces at each line (2.42MB diference). In Python, formating was most oten the cause: a single file multiplied its size 10 times by switching from tabs to 8 spaces. For JavaScript, we observed minified and non-minified versions. Sometimes the files were false positives because complex Javascript regular expressions were treated as comments by the simple cross-language parser.
6.2.3 SourcererCC Duplicates. For SourcererCC, we randomly selected 20 clone pairs and we categorized them into three categories: i) intentional copy-paste clones; ii) unintentional accidental clones; and iii) auto-generated clones. It is interesting to note that the clones in categories ii) and iii) are both unavoidable and are created because of the use of the popular frameworks. Java. We have categorized 30% (6 out of 20) of the clone pairs into the intentional copy-paste clones category. It included instances of both inter-project and intra-project clones. Intra-project clones were created to test/implement functionalities that are similar while keeping them isolated and easy to maintain. Inter-project clones seemed to come from projects that look like class projects for a university course and from situations where one project was almost entirely copy-pasted into the other project. We found 2 instances of unintentional cloning, both inter-project. The files in such clone pairs implement a lot of similar boilerplate code necessary to create an Android activity class. We categorized the majority (12 out of 20) of the clone pairs into the auto-generated clones category. The files in this category are automatically generated from the frameworks like Apache Axis (6 pairs), Android (2 pairs), and Java Architecture for XML Binding (4 pairs). The unintentional and auto-generated clones together constitute 70% of the sample.
C/C++. The sample was dominated by intentional copy-paste clones (70%, 12 pairs). The origin for these file clone pairs seems to be the same, independent of these being inter of intra-project DéjàVu 84:19 clones, and relates to the reuse of certain pieces of source code ater which they sufer small modification to cope with diferent setups or support diferent frameworks. Five pairs were classified as unintentional cloning. They represented educational situations (one file was composed in its large part by the skeleton of a problem, and the diference between the files clones was the small piece of code that implements the solution). Two diferent versions of the same file were also found (libpng 1.0.9 vs. libpng 1.2.30). Files from two projects sharing a common ancestor (bitcoin vs dotcoin) were also observed. The auto-generated clones were present in three pairs, 2 of them from the Meta-Object compiler. 6 The unintentional and auto-generated clones accounted for 40% of the sample.
Python. The sample was dominated by uses of the Django framework (17 pairs), all variants of auto generated code to initialize a Djagno application. We classified them as auto-generated clones. Two pairs were intentional copy-paste clones intra-project copy-paste of unitests. The last pair belonged to the same category was a model schema for a Django database.
JavaScript. Only one intentional copy-paste clones example has been found, which consisted of a test template with manually changed name, but nothing else. Five occurrences of unintentional cloning comprised of pairs of diferent file versions for juery(2), google maps opacity slider, modernizr, and angular socket service. The remaining 14 pairs (70%) have been classified as autogenerated clones. Dominated by Angular project files(7), project files for express(3), angular locales and diferent gruntfiles (builder files for Node projects) were present. All of the Angular project files are created with Yeoman, a tool for creating application skeletons with boilerplate code used also by the Angular Full Stack Generator. The last pair classified as autogenerated was also the only inter-project clone and consisted of two very similar JSON records in a federal election commission dump stored on Github. In total, 95% of the pairs were unintentional or auto-generated.
Most Reappropriated Projects
We look for projects duplicated in bulk without any addition or change, i.e. with 100% of their files present in a single host project. This captures the practice of reappropriation. Since versioning systems ofer features that should be used instead of reappropriation (such as Git submodules) we were interested in how prevalent and for what purposes reappropriation exists. A simple query into the database gave us some insights. Note our analysis is not exhaustive; projects originating from outside GitHub may not be found unless an abandoned project that just reappropriated them exists. But if the project's exact copy will be missed, the files themselves will be identified as clones between projects using the same library.
For Java, we found that Minecrat-API and PhoneGap are the two most reappropriated projects. Looking for clues online, we found that the original Minecrat-API project was not hosted in GitHub until 2012, so the copies may have been from developers who used GitHub at the time. Also, on further inspection we found that PhoneGap is related to Apache Cordova. These frameworks might not have been in GitHub from the beginning.
For C++, GNU ISO C++ Library, homework templates, and Arduino examples have been reappropriated the most. The homework case is interesting: it seems that some instructor created a body of code that was then cloned by several dozen students, instead of being forked in GitHub, as one might expect. All clones were exactly the same, which seems to indicate the students didn't push their changes back. This an unorthodox, and somewhat abusive use of GitHub. For Python, the top 3 most reappropriated projects are Cactus, which is a static site generator using Django templates, Shadowsocks, a fast tunnel proxy that helps bypass firewalls, and Scons, a sotware construction tool.
Finally, for JavaScript the most reappropriated project is the Adobe PhoneGap's Hello World Template 7 , which has been found intact in total of 1746 projects. PhoneGap is a framework for building mobile applications using the web stack and it dominates the most frequently cloned projects -the top 15 most cloned projects are all diferent versions of its template. PhoneGap is followed by the OctoPress 8 blogging framework and by a template for BlueMix. 9 These observations show that project reappropriation exists for a variety of reasons: simple reappropriations that could be addressed by Git submodules (e.g. Minecrat API, Arduino), seemingly abandoned derivative development (Cactus, PhoneGap), true forks with addition of non-source code content (OctoPress) and even unorthodox uses of GitHub (the C++ homework).
JavaScript
JavaScript has the highest clone ratio of the languages studied. Over 94% of the files are file-hash clones. We wanted to find out what is causing this bloat. Ater manually inspecting several files, we observed that many projects commit libraries available through NPM as if they are part of the application code. 10 As such, we analyzed the data with respect to the efect of NPM libraries, and concluded that this practice is the single biggest cause for the large duplication in JavaScript. What follows are some mostly quantitative perspectives on the efect of NPM libraries, along with some qualitative observations pulled from additional sources. Figure 10 on the let shows the composition of JavaScript repositories over time with respect to unique files and tests and token-hash clones and (we considered any file in test folder to be a test) compared with files & tests coming from unorthodox use of NPM. Figure 10 on the right shows the corpus in the same categories, but without the NPM files, whose number is indicated by the dashed line which quickly surpasses all other files in the corpus. The huge impact of NPM files can be seen not only in the sheer number of files, Figure 11 shows the percentage of token-hash clones for diferent subsets We have found similar outliers in the rest of the files (small amount of them predating not just GitHub and Git, but even JavaScript itself). As soon as NPM files started to appear in the corpus, they took over the global ratio (solid line), while the rest of the files slowly added original content over time. Interesting is the higher originality of tests ś when people copy and paste the entire files, they tend to ignore their tests.
6.4.1 NPM Files. When npm is used in a project, the package.json file contains the description of the project including its required packages. When the project is built, these packages, are loaded and stored in the 'node_modules' directory. If the packages themselves have dependencies, these are stored under the package name in another nested 'node_modules' directory. The 'node_modules' folder will be updated each time the project is built and a new version of some of the packages it transitively requires is available. Therefore it should not be part of the repository itself -a practice GitHub recommends. 11 Since NPM allows dependencies to link to specific versions of the package, there is no need to include the 'node_modules' directory even if the application requires specific package version. Even more surprising than the sheer number of NPM files in the corpus is the number of packages responsible for them. 41.21% (732991) projects use NPM package manager, but only 6% (106582) projects include their 'node_modules' directory. These 6% projects are ultimately responsible for almost 70% of the entire files. It is therefore not surprising that once a project includes its NPM dependencies, its file number is overwhelmed by the packages' files as shown in Figure 12 on the let.
There are even projects that seem to contain only NPM files. Oten a project is created using an automated generator which installs various dependencies, pushed to Github with the node_modules directory and never used again. The largest of such projects 12 contains only NPM modules used in other project of the same author and has 46281 files. If the project is writen 84:22 C. Lopes, P. Maj, P. Martins, V. Saini, D. Yang, J. Zitny, H. Sajnani, and J. Vitek a dialect of Javascript that does not use the js extension (such as jsx or TypeScript) it would appear all its files come from NPM. This is the case of the second largest npm-only project 13 consists of 16761 JS files from NPM and a handful of jsx files discovered by manual inspection. We have also analyzed the depth of nested dependencies in the NPM packages. In the worst case we have observed this nesting to be 47 modules deep with median of 5. The number of unique projects included has median of 63 and maxes out at 1261, but this includes the nested dependencies as well. The direct imports, i.e. modules specified as dependencies in the package.json file is in general much smaller as shown in Figure 12 on the right. There are however outliers which come close to the max number of unique projects included. The largests of them has been created by the Angular Full Stack Generator, 14 an automated service for generating Angular applications. 15 Other projects with extraordinarily large direct dependencies are created using similar automated generators, such as Yeoman. In terms of module popularity (Figure 13 ) (note the log scale on y axis) most modules are imported by a small percent of projects, however there are some massively popular ones: Express 16 (59277 projects) is a minimalist web UI framework, body parser 17 (31807 projects) a HTTP response body parser and debug 18 (24413 projects), a debugging utility for Node applications. Surprisingly, many of the NPM packages contain a great deal of tests in them, as shown in Figure 10 , which seems unnecessary, as these should be release versions of the packages for users, not package for developers.
CONCLUSIONS
The source control system upon which GitHub is built, Git, encourages forking projects and independent development of those forks. GitHub provides an easy interface for forking a project, and then for merging code changes back to the original projects. This is a popular feature: the metadata available from GHTorrent shows an average of 1 fork per project. However, there is a lot more duplication of code that happens in GitHub that does not go through the fork mechanism, and, instead, goes in via copy and paste of files and even entire libraries. We presented an exhaustive investigation of code cloning in GitHub for four of the most popular object-oriented languages: Java, C++, Python and JavaScript. The amount of file-level duplication is staggering in the four language ecosystems, with the extreme case of JavaScript, where only 6% of the files are original, and the rest are copies of those. The Java ecosystem has the least amount of duplication. These results stand even when ignoring very small files. When delving deeper into the data we observed the presence of files from popular libraries that were copy-included in a large number projects. We also detected cases of reappropriation of entire projects, where developers take over a project without changes. There seemed to be several reasons for this, from abandoned projects , to slightly abusive uses of GitHub in educational contexts. Finally, we studied the JavaScript ecosystem, which turns out to be dominated by Node libraries that are commited to the applications' repositories.
This study has some important consequences. First, it would seem that GitHub, itself, might be able to compress its corpus to a fraction of what it is. Second, more and more research is being done using large collections of open source projects readily available from GitHub. Code duplication can severely skew the conclusions of those studies. The assumption of diversity of projects in those datasets may be compromised. DéjàVu can help researchers and developers navigate through code cloning in GitHub, and avoid it when necessary. 84:26 C. Lopes, P. Maj, P. Martins, V. Saini, D. Yang, J. Zitny, H. Sajnani, and J. Vitek 
